
Reply to Pre Bid Queries for the 
“Landscape Development of Serikhedi Interchange at Naya Raipur”

Sr.No Bidder Query Clarification

1 The detail list of plants shown in the drawing no.MDV-IN-LN-GE-TD-0006 is 
not  matching  with  the  BOQ  (item  no.  26)  given  in  the  Tender,  please 
clarify?

It is clarified that, Item 26 is correct with reference to drawings and BoQs. 

2  In the Drawing, one plant name not mentioned and shown local palm, so 
please give the height and scientific name of the plant?

It is clarified that, Botanical name of the plant is “Aiphanes caryotaefolia” and shall 
have a minimum height of about 5 feet.

3  In the BOQ and drawing solenoid valves and controller  not shown but 
details given in the specification for the same, so please clarify?

It is clarified that, automation not considered in the item.

4 In the drawing the paver block shows Glossy interlock but in the BOQ it is 
mentioned colour pigmented interlock block, please clarify?

It is clarified that, the item no. 16 should be read as “Providing & laying 60mm thick 
precast interlocking concrete blocks of approved size (approx 305 sqcm) and shape/  
pattern, over 40 mm thick average complete coarse sand bed with joints of 3mm thick  
filled by fine sand including leveling with surface vibrator, temping and sweeping etc.  
complete of minimum compressive strength of 250 kg/sq.cm. Glossy Coloured pigment  
precast interlock concrete blocks made out of rubber moulds” instead of “Providing & 
laying 60mm thick precast interlocking concrete blocks of approved size (approx 305 
sqcm) and shape/ pattern, over 40 mm thick average complete coarse sand bed with 
joints of 3mm thick filled by fine sand including leveling with surface vibrator, temping 
and  sweeping  etc.  complete  of  minimum  compressive  strength  of  250  kg/sq.cm. 
Coloured pigment precast interlock concrete blocks.”

5 Kindly  clarify  the  process  of  electricity  connection  for  pump  and  main 
panel board.

It has been clarified, that 
a) During construction phase, Clause 4 of Special conditions of contract 

shall be applicable
b) Power connection charges and monthly bill during O& M period shall 

be  paid  by  contractor  and  shall  be  reimbursed  by  the  NRDA  on 
submission of proof of actual payment.

6 Kindly provide the list  of  nominated subcontractor (if  any) in  NRDA for 
different works.

It has been clarified in the detailed NIT in Clause 3.2  in Note (a)

7 Kindly provide the 5% security deposit rules for this tender. No change from the condition mentioned in the tender.
8 Kindly  provide  the  detail  information  about  various  deductions  in  the It is clarified in the relevant clause of GCC.
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running bill for this tender.
9 After viewing the BOQ and NIT we understand that the work of soil cutting 

& filling and other works are for limited period but in the detail NIT it is 
mentioned to keep minimum nos. of machinery like JCB, Poclain etc(clause 
47) which will surely increase the cost of work, please clarify?

It is clarified that, the necessary equipments and machineries, If required have to be 
deployed in the interest of work.

10  In the detail NIT it is clearly mentioned that only EMD & cost of Tender 
form should be there, but as per the clause 49 it is mentioned to submit 
the  list  of  machinery  with  manufacturer,  registration  no.  etc.  please 
clarify?

Clause 49 is not a part of mandatory eligibility criteria. However, see clarification in Sr. 
No. 9 above.

11 The item  98  in BoQ is not clearly defined It  is  clarified  that  ,  Item  no.  98  may  be  read  as  “Supply,  erection,  testing  and 
commissioning  of  Bush  light  comprises  of  Polyester  black  powder  coated  die  cast 
aluminium  with  spike  to  install.   Luminaire  (120mm  dia)  E27  lamp  holder  with 
aluminium reflector (Ingress Protection: IP 67 for lamp housing) suitable for 50watt DH 
lamp, accessories are wired upto the terminal block.  complete with Grouting bolts, 
PCC foundation and earthing as required and as per direction of Engineer-in-charge  all 
complete” Instead of “Supplying, installation, testing and commissioning of Lawn lights 
(Landscape luminaries) complete with Grouting bolts, PCC foundation and earthing. As 
required. (i) Lawn light as specified. 150 PAR 16 (1 X 50W. lamp)”

12 The 150mm dia in item  35  of  BoQ is not clearly It is clarified that , Item no. 35 may be read as  “Casing assembly composed of 150 mm 
dia ISI marked UPVC blank and screened pipes. (i) 150 mm diameter of 150mm length” 
instead of “Casing assembly composed of 150 mm dia ISI  marked UPVC blank and 
screened pipes. (i) 150 mm dia.”

13 Error in Item no 117 (i) and (ii) It  is  clarified  that  ,  Item  no.  117(i)  may  be  read  as   “4x10sq.mm.”  instead  of 
“2x4sq.mm.”

14 Error in Item no 117 (ii) It  is  clarified  that  ,  Item  no.  117(ii)  may  be  read  as   “4x16sq.mm.”  instead  of 
“2x16sq.mm.”

15 Spreading of good earth item is not available. It is clarified that , Item no. 17 may be read as  “Supplying ,stacking and spreading of 
good earth at site including  royalty, loading, unloading and carriage upto 10 km  (earth 
measured in stacks will be reduced by 20%  for payment)” instead of “Supplying and 
stacking of good earth at site including  royalty, loading, unloading and carriage upto 
10 km  (earth measured in stacks will be reduced by 20%  for payment)”
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